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Energetic Oxygen and Sulfur Ions in the Jovian Magnetosphere 
and Their Contribution to the Auroral Excitation 
N. GEHRELS x AND E. C. STONE 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 
Observations of 1 to 20 MeV/nuc oxygen, sodium, and sulfur ions in the Jovian magnetosphere are 
reported. Measurements made by the cosmic ray subsystem on Voyager 1 and 2 are used to calculate 
abundances and energy spectra in the region from 5 to 20 Jovian radii (R j). The phase space density of the 
oxygen ions calculated from the spectra has a positive radial gradient between 6 and 17 R j, indicating an 
inward diffusive flow. The upper limit for the diffusion coefficient D at 9 R• is ~ 10 -s s -•. This limit, 
combined with the analysis of Voyager plasma observations by Siscoe et al. (1981), implies an upper limit 
to the production rate of oxygen and sulfur ions from Io of ~ 1028 ions/s. If D(9 Rj)is ~4 x 10 -6 s -•, then 
-• 2 x 1024 oxygen and sulfur ions with > 70 MeV/nuc-G are lost per second as they diffuse inward from 
12 to 8 R•. Assuming these ions are scattered into the loss cone, they deliver ~4 x 10 •2 W to the Jovian 
atmosphere. Extrapolations to lower magnetic moments uggest that the 10 • 3-10•4 W required to produce 
the observed ultraviolet auroral emissions could result from the precipitation of ~ 1026 oxygen and sulfur 
ions/s with magnetic moments •> 10 to 30 MeV/nuc-G (•> 35 to 100 keV/nuc at 10 R•). The ions with •> 70 
MeV/nuc-G deposit heir energy between ~67 ø and ~ 72 ø magnetic latitude at an average depth of ~ 1019 
cm -2 of H 2 (~500-km altitude), which is above the homopause. If the extrapolated spectrum extends 
down to ~ 10 MeV/nuc-G, then 10 times more energy (~ 1013 W) is carried inward across 10 R• by the 
energetic oxygen and sulfur ions than flows outward with the plasma, indicating the presence of an energy 
source in the middle or outer magnetosphere. 
INTRODUCTION 
The auroral activity on Jupiter, discovered with the ultra- 
violet spectrometer on Voyager 1 [Broadfoot et al., 1979-1, is 
one of the most energetic phenomena associated with the 
Jovian magnetosphere, requiring a continuous power input of 
1023 to 10 •4 W into the auroral zone [Broadfoot et al., 1981; 
Yunq et al., 1982]. There has been wide interest [Thorne and 
Tsurutani, 1979; Goertz, 1980; Eviatar and Siscoe, 1980; She- 
mansky, 1980a, b; Thorne, 1981a, b, 1982; Sullivan and Siscoe, 
1981] in determining the source of this power. A possible 
energy source that has been considered is the acceleration of 
Iogenic oxygen and sulfur ions to corotation speeds by Jupiter's 
magnetic field. This energy would be transported to the Jovian 
atmosphere by the local heating of torus electrons, followed by 
pitch angle scattering of the electrons into the loss cone 
[Thorne and Tsurutani, 1979]. Newly ionized oxygen and 
sulfur ions acquire 260 and 520 eV, respectively, in the corotat- 
ing frame, so that •>2 x 1029 ions/s would have to be created 
(the mass loading rate) in order to produce the auroral power. 
Other observations of the Io plasma torus, however, indicate 
a lower mass injection rate. For example, in situ plasma obser- 
vations [Baqenal and Sullivan, 1981] indicate that the torus 
contains N ~ 5 x 1034 ions, while the ionization states of the 
ions indicate that their diffusive lifetime zaiff is in the range from 
9 to 600 days, with a nominal value of 100 days [Shemansky, 
1980b; Shemansky and Sandel, 1982]. Thus the Io source rate 
which is N/zaifr is in the range 102? • Si • 6 x 1028 ions/s, with 
a nominal value of 6 x 102? ions/s. Thus the mass loading rate 
is apparently too low to provide the required power for the 
aurora. 
Another possible energy source is the precipitation of in- 
wardly diffusing energetic ions [Goertz, 1980; Thorne, 1981a, b, 
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1982] instead of torus electrons. Thorne [1981a] has further 
suggested that auroral secondary electrons may be responsible 
for heating the torus. In this case, the energy is supplied by the 
process that accelerates the energetic particles in the outer 
magnetosphere and by the adiabatic acceleration of the ions as 
they diffuse inward. If, for instance, the acceleration in the outer 
magnetosphere occurs via a magnetic pumping process 
[Goertz, 1978; Borovsky et al., 1981], then the ultimate energy 
source is Jupiter's rotational energy. One of the goals of the 
present study is to determine the power delivered to the Jovian 
atmosphere by the precipitation of inwardly diffusing energetic 
oxygen and sulfur ions. 
This paper is based on observations of oxygen, sodium, and 
sulfur ions with MeV/nuc energies made inside ~20 Jovian 
radii (Rs) by the cosmic ray subsystem (CRS) on board Voyager 
1 and 2. In previous reports [Vogt et al., 1979a, b; Gehrels et al., 
1981, hereafter referred to as paper 1] it was found that the 
dominant energetic species with nuclear charge greater than 2 
in the inner magnetosphere are oxygen and sulfur, with sodium 
also present. These abundances suggest hat Io is the source of 
the ions. The radial gradient of the oxygen phase space density 
between 5 and 17 R s was found to be positive indicating an 
inward diffusive flow in this region. It was postulated from 
these observations that plasma ions diffuse outward from the Io 
torus, are nonadiabatically accelerated in the outer mag- 
netosphere, and then diffuse inward and outward from the 
acceleration region as energetic ions. In the present analysis, 
the oxygen phase space density is calculated With improved 
radial resolution and is used to set limits on the diffusion 
coefficient between 5 and 20 Rs and thereby on the mass 
loading rate of ions from Io. The inward diffusive flow rate of 
both oxygen and sulfur ions is determined, and the observed 
loss rate of the ions is used to calculate the power they deliver 
to the Jovian atmosphere. 
THE INSTRUMENT 
The data used in this analysis were obtained with CRS 
low-energy telescopes (LET's) [Stone et al., 1977; Stilwell et al., 
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Fig. 1. The energy loss in detectors L2 and L3 of individual ions detected by LET D from day 64, 0936 to 1405 UT (the 
4.9 and 5.3 Rj regions in Table 1). The oxygen, sodium, and sulfur tracks are indicated. Events in the bottom left-hand corner 
have not been plotted. The inset is a schematic diagram of a LET. 
1979]. The instrument command state and telescope orienta- 
tions in this region are described in paper 1, with the one 
difference that only data from LET B were used in that study, 
while this analysis includes data from both LET B and LET D. 
A schematic diagram of a LET is shown in the inset of Figure 1. 
The LET's provide multiparameter analysis of individual nuclei 
with MeV/nuc energies and nuclear charge Z greater than 2, 
with an rms charge resolution in the inner Jovian mag- 
netosphere of az • 0.2 charge units. Figure 1 shows the energy 
loss in detectors L2 and L3 of individual ions detected near 5 
Rj. The large abundance of oxygen and sulfur and the presence 
of sodium in this region can be clearly seen. 
In addition to the analysis of individual ions, the LET's also 
provide measurements of the counting rate of Z > 2 ions, 
called the Z > 2 rate, which is primarily the rate of particles 
losing more than 9.6 MeV in L1 (paper 1). In regions where 
oxygen and sulfur are the dominant energetic species, this rate 
is approximately an integral measurement of oxygen and sulfur 
ions with energies greater than • 1.1 and •0.9 MeV/nuc, re- 
spectively (energy loss in the 3-#m aluminum window of the 
LET is included in these thresholds). Therefore if the sulfur to 
oxygen ratio can be determined, the Z > 2 rate can be used as 
an additional point in the integral energy spectra of either 
species. 
ENERGY SPECTRA AND ABUNDANCES 
Energy spectra were determined from the analyzed events in 
the 12 regions listed in Table 1. The regions were chosen to 
TABLE 1. Region Definitions and Magnetic Field Values Used in Spectral Analysis 
Magnetic Equatorial B Field at 
Region,* Spacecraft Event Plane Crossing Time, Crossing,•: 
Rj Voyager Time,9 UT UT G 
4.9 1 
5.3 1 
5.9 1 
7.9 1 
10.1 2 
12.2 2 
13.0 1 
13.7 2 
16.8 1 
16.9 2 
20.0 2 
20.9 1 
day 64, 1106 to day 64, 1235 
day 64, 0936 to day 64, 1106 
day 64, 1235 to day 64, 1405 
day 64, 0842 to day 64, 0936 
day 64, 1405 to day 64, 1443 
day 64, 0546 to day 64, 0659 
day 190, 2214 to day 191, 0016 
day 190, 1235 to day 190, 1440 
day 63, 2328 to day 64, 0110 
day 190, 0907 to day 190, 1109 
day 63, 1818 to day 63, 2022 
day 190, 0312 to day 190, 0517 
... 
day 64, 1200 3.26 x 10- 2 
day 64, 1034 2.79 x 10 -2 
day 64, 1341 
day 64, 0905 
day 64, 1428 2.08 x10 -2 
day 64, 0608 7.18 x 10- 3 
day 190, 2300 3.34 x 10 -3 
day 190, 1338 1.74 x 10 -3 
day 64, 0008 1.32 x 10-3 
day 190, 1008 1.20 x 10 -3 
day 63, 1920 4.85 x 10 -4 
day 190, 0415 6.11 x 10 -4 
day 189, 2238 3.2 x 10 -4 
day 63, 1415 2.6 x 10 -4 
*Distance between the spacecraft and the dipole center at the time of the magnetic equatorial plane 
crossing. Exceptions are 5.3 and 5.9 R• where there were no crossings; the listed values are typical distances 
and times in these two regions. 
9Spectra based on analyzed events are not used at 20.0 and 20.9 R• owing to the difference in Voyager 1 
and 2 Z > 2 fluxes at these radial distances and beyond (paper 1). 
,Magnetic field values from N. F. Ness (private communication, 1980). 
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include all magnetic equatorial plane crossings of both space- 
craft inside •, 20 Rs. In addition, there are two regions at 5.3 
and 5.9 R s which do not include plane crossings but are at 
times when Voyager was within •, 1 R s of the plane. The benefit 
of calculating spectra near the magnetic equatorial plane will 
be explained in the next section. 
The differential oxygen and sulfur spectra in the 5.3 R s region 
and the sodium spectrum in the combined 4.9 and 5.3 R s 
regions are shown in Figure 2. The oxygen and sulfur spectra 
both have a maximum at • 5 MeV/nuc which is most likely due 
to preferential low-energy losses near Io (paper 1). For energies 
greater than •, 7 MeV/nuc, these two spectra are well repre- 
sented by power laws of index -6. The sodium spectrum is 
softer, with a power law index of -9. Figure 3 shows the 
differential oxygen spectra observed in the 7.9 and 10.1 R s 
regions. In these regions the spectra are well represented by a 
power law of index -7 between 6 and 15 MeV/nuc. 
In order to use the Z > 2 rate point to extend the measured 
spectrum of a given species to lower energies (•, 1 MeV/nuc), it 
is necessary to know the fraction of the rate counts that are due 
to that species. A study was therefore made of the elemental 
abundances inside •, 25 Rs using analyzed events. The abun- 
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Fig. 2. Differential oxygen, sodium, and sulfur energy spectra near 
Io. The oxygen and sulfur spectra are from the 5.3 R s region, and the 
sodium spectrum is from the combined 4.9 and 5.3 R s regions (Table 1). 
Note that the sulfur spectrum is multipied by 20. The oxygen point 
with dashed error bars at 2.2 MeV/nuc was derived from the Z > 2 
rate. 
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Fig. 3. Differential oxygen spectra from 7.9 and 10.1 R s. 
dance ratios S/O, C/O, and Na/O were calculated in several 
radial ranges by summing events above a given energy-per- 
nucleon threshold. The threshold was then converted to a 
particle magnetic moment threshold M = pl2/2mB, the first 
adiabatic invariant, using M = E/B, where E is the measured 
kinetic energy of the ions and B is the measured local magnetic 
field strength [Ness et al., 1979a, b; N. F. Ness, private com- 
munication, 1980]. It is not strictly correct to calculate the 
magnetic moment thresholds using M = E/B because LET B 
and D were not pointing exactly perpendicular to the magnetic 
field direction throughout the region. However, using the 
actual pointing directions and estimates of the particle pitch 
angle distributions, we find that, on average, the calculated M is 
within •, 30% of the real magnetic moment threshold. 
The abundance ratios are shown in Figure 4 as a function of 
M. The CRS points are those with horizontal error bars, which 
represent the range of magnetic field values observed in each 
radial range. The points with open symbols were calculated 
using data obtained between 10 and 60 Rs inbound with the 
low-energy charged particle (LECP) instrument on Voyager 2 
[Hamilton et al., 1981]. The approximate energy ranges for the 
measurements are 6 to 15 MeV/nuc for CRS and 0.6 to 1.2 
MeV/nuc for LECP. (The exact energy range for each point is 
given in the figure caption.) Although the plotted values are not 
true integral measurements because of the upper energy limits, 
they are a reasonable representation because the spectra de- 
crease rapidly with energy. 
The agreement between the CRS and LECP data in Figure 4 
indicates that the relative abundances of carbon, oxygen, 
sodium, and sulfur at a given magnetic moment are approxi- 
mately the same throughout the dayside magnetosphere. The 
lines shown in the figure are power law fits to the combined 
data sets. S/O and Na/O are seen to increase toward smaller 
magnetic moments while C/O decreases. Therefore an instru- 
ment measuring abundance ratios in a fixed energy range will 
detect increasing sulfur and sodium and decreasing carbon 
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abundances relative to oxygen as it moves toward smaller 
radial distances (smaller M). Also, an instrument at a fixed 
radial position will measure a sulfur to oxygen and sodium to 
oxygen ratio that increases toward lower energies and a carbon 
to oxygen ratio that decreases, since the sulfur and sodium 
spectra are softer than the oxygen spectrum and the carbon 
spectrum is harder. If the approximation is made that the 
energy spectra of these elements are proportional to E -y, then 
the fits shown in the figure indicate that •'s = •'o + 0.2, •c = •'o 
-0.6, and •'Na = •'O + 0.1. The harder carbon spectrum may 
reflect a solar wind origin for carbon [Hamilton et al., 1981], 
whereas the other species are Iogenic. 
In the next section, oxygen integral spectra are calculated for 
each of the regions in Table 1 and are used to determine the 
radial profile of the oxygen phase space density inside • 20 Rs. 
The data in Figure 4 will be used to calculate the oxygen 
fraction of the Z > 2 rate so that the spectra can be extended 
down to • 1 MeV/nuc. 
PHASE SPACE DENSITY DETERMINATION 
In order to compare spectral measurements made at different 
locations in a magnetosphere, it is useful to relate them to a 
diffusion theory. If it is assumed that particles conserve their 
first and second adiabatic invariants in the diffusion process, 
but violate their third invariant (see, e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti 
[ 1974]), then the radial diffusion equation is 
L +s(L)- 
where f is the phase space density at constant first adiabatic 
invariant (M), D is the diffusion coefficient, L is the McIlwain 
parameter, and $(L) and œ(L) represent local sources and sinks, 
respectively. 
The relationship between the integral particle flux J, and the 
phase space density is given by 
•,(M, L) J•_(M, L) 
f(M, L, •z = 90 ø) - 2mM• ' B•.(L) (2) 
(paper 1), where •z is the particle pitch angle and •, = -[d log 
(J•_)]/[d log (M)]. Equation (2) shows that in order to calculate 
f, one must measure the integral flux perpendicular to the 
magnetic field direction (i.e., the flux of mirroring particles). 
Also, implicit in the diffusion equation is the requirement that f 
be determined along the dynamic path that particles follow in 
the diffusion process. To satisfy these two requirements, we 
have restricted analysis to ions mirroring at the magnetic equa- 
torial plane. Since LET B and D were not in general oriented 
perpendicular to the field lines at the time of the plane crossing, 
the mirroring flux J•_ was calculated from the measured fluxes 
by applying a pointing correction factor. The correction is 
based on estimates made of the pitch angle distribution of the 
energetic heavy ions inside 20 Rs. The telescope pointing direc- 
tions and the pointing correction factor in each region are listed 
in Table 2. Also listed are the live time correction factors for the 
Z > 2 rate, the analyzed event rate as determined by laboratory 
measurements, and the effective energy thresholds of the Z > 2 
rate for oxygen ions (paper 1). 
The oxygen fraction of the Z > 2 rate was also used to 
calculate J•_. This number was determined from the data in 
Figure 4 and, owing to the offsetting effects of a decreasing 
carbon abundance and an increasing sulfur abundance toward 
smaller radial distances, is approximately constant and equal to 
1/2 throughout the region between 6 and 17 R s. Note that this 
number is not an oxygen abundance fraction, since the energy 
threshold of the Z > 2 rate (in energy per nucleon) is different 
for different elements. 
The quantity J•/B 2, used in calculating the phase space 
density (equation (2)), is shown as a function of M in Figure 5 
for the regions listed in Table 1. The magnetic field strength for 
each region (Table 1) is the value that was measured at the time 
of the magnetic equatorial plane crossing. The continuous step- 
like part of each spectrum is based on analyzed events, and the 
solid symbol with an error bar is calculated from the Z > 2 
rate. The long-dashed curves joining the two is an interpola- 
tion. The event portions of the Voyager 1 13.0 and 16.8 Rs 
spectra are represented by single points (open circles) instead of 
by complete spectra owing to the few events obtained in these 
regions. These two measurements, as well as the Z > 2 flux 
measurements in the two regions, are important, because they 
show that to within a factor of 2, the Voyager 1 and 2 fluxes of 
energetic oxygen ions were the same between 12 and 17 Rj. 
The short-dashed and dash-dotted curves in Figure 5 are 
extrapolations of the measured spectra to smaller magnetic 
moments. The error bars associated with these parts of the 
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TABLE 2. Quantities Used to Calculate 
Pointing Angle Pointing Z > 2 Live Time Event Live Time Effective Oxygen 
Region, With Respect to Correction Correction Correction Z > 2 Threshold,{} 
R• LET* Field Line, deg Factor• Factor;[ Factor• MeV/nuc 
4.9 B 68 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.4 
5.3 B 62 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.4 
5.9 B 60 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 
7.9 B 55 1.3 1.7 1.5 
D 53 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.5 
10.1 B 65 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.3 
12.2 B 77 1.1 1.2 1.6 
D 41 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.2 
13.0 B 78 1.1 1.1 1.6 
D 36 1.8 1.1 1.6 1.1 
13.7 B 57 1.2 1.1 1.6 
D 44 1.6 1.1 1.6 1.1 
16.8 B 49 1.4 1.0 1.6 
D 50 1.4 1.0 1.6 1.1 
16.9 B 75 1.1 1.0 1.6 
D 53 1.4 1.0 1.6 1.1 
20.0 B 71 1.1 1.0 ... 
1.1 D 42 1.6 1.0 -.. 
20.9 B 90 1.1 1.0 ... 
1.1 D 48 1.5 1.0 ..- 
*In the 4.9, 5.3, 5.9, and 10.1 Rj regions, only LET B was used because it provided adequate statistics by'itself and was more nearly 
perpendicular to the magnetic field than LET D. 
'{'A Compton-Getting correction of magnitude •< 0.05 is included in these factors. The correction factors for 5.3 and 5.9 R• take into account the 
nonzero magnetic latitude of the spacecraft in these regions. 
$1.0 implies no correction. 
ôThe 4.9, 5.3, and 5.9 R• spectra have an additional pulse pileup correction that has been applied to the event portions, of magnitude 1.4 for 
E •< 7 MeV/nuc (paper 1). 
{}The nominal oxygen threshold is1.1 MeV/nuc (sulfur is 0.9 MeV/nuc, carbon is 1.2 MeV/nuc). These thresholds include the particle nergy loss 
in the telescope window. 
spectra represent he uncertainty in the extrapolations. Except 
at 10.1 Rs, the upper and lower limits for each error bar were 
determined by extending the spectra from the Z > 2 point with 
lines of slope •'z> 2 and •'z> 2/1.4, respectively, where •'z> 2 is the 
slope at the Z > 2 point (see Figure 6). The •;z> 2 and •'z> 2/1.4 
extrapolation limits were chosen as reasonable estimates based 
on the LECP spectral shape and observed fluxes of 0.6-1.15 
MeV/nuc-G oxygen (• 250 MeV/nuc-G at 11 Rs). At 10.1 Rs a 
longer extrapolation was performed than in other regions in 
order to extend the spectrum to 70 MeV/nuc-G. In this case, 
the shape of the spectrum was calculated using the energy-per- 
charge spectrum measured at these magnetic moments by 
LECP at • 16 Rson Voyager 2 [Hamilton et al., 1981]. 
LECP observations were also used as a consistency check on 
the slopes of the spectra at the Z > 2 points. Figure 6 shows 
these slopes (/• = 7z> 2 + 1) compared with those measured in 
the energy range from 0.60 to 3.17 MeV/nuc between 10 and 25 
Rs by LECP [Hamilton et al., 1981]. The values from the two 
instruments are the same within statistics, and both show the 
same trend of softer spectra toward increasing radial distance. 
The oxygen phase space density at several values of M, 
calculated using (2) and the spectra in Figure 5, is shown in 
Figure 7 as a function of L. Since these measurements were 
obtained near the magnetic equatorial plane, L is defined to be 
the spacecraft-dipole center distance at the time of the plane 
crossing. The uncertainties hown for each measurement repre- 
sent uncertainties in the magnetic field strength (• 3%), in the 
oxygen fraction of the Z > 2 rate (• 15%), in 7(M, L) (• 15%), 
and in the pointing correction factor (• 10%) and statistical 
counting uncertainties in the number of events in the event 
portions of the spectra. An additional • 15% systematic uncer- 
tainty in the live time correction factor applies to all measure- 
ments. Inside 7.9 Rs the lines connecting points of the same 
magnetic moment are dotted to indicate that there may be 
discontinuities in the shape of the phase space density profile in 
this region due to discontinuities in the diffusion coefficient 
[Siscoe et al., 1981]. 
As was previously observed [Vogt et al., 1979b; paper 1], 
there is a positive radial gradient in the phase space density of 
the energetic oxygen ions between 5.6 and 17 Rs, indicating an 
inward diffusive flow in this region. The objective in the next 
sections will be to estimate the diffusion coefficient in the region 
and to determine the rate at which ions and energy flow into 
the inner magnetosphere. 
LIMITS ON THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
AND MASS LOADING RATE 
The measured radial dependence of the oxygen phase space 
density (Figure 7) can now be used to obtain solutions to the 
diffusion equation and thereby set limits on the diffusion coef- 
ficient. The diffusion equation (1) for a steady state condition in 
a region in which there are no sources and the loss term is of the 
form œ(L) = f/•:, where • is the particle lifetime, is 
L 2 • • • = -- (3) 
In this analysis the phase space density profile at a given 
magnetic moment is approximated as a series of power law 
lines (foc/_5) connecting the measurements. Comparison with 
the smoothed curves in Figure 7 indicates that this is a reason- 
able approximation. Table 3 lists the values of the power law 
indices q that will be used. 
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Fig. 5. Integral oxygen spectra from all regions listed in Table 1 divided by the square of the local magnetic field 
strengths, as functions of magnetic moment. The solid line portion of each spectrum is based on pulse-height-analyzed 
events, except at 4.9 R s where a dotted line is used to distinguish the spectrum from that at 5.3 R s. Because very few analyzed 
events were observed by Voyager 1 at 13.0 and 16.8 Rs, those data are represented by open circles with error bars rather than 
by integral spectra. The solid symbols which indicate the integral fluxes obtained from the Z > 2 rate are connected by 
long-dashed lines to the corresponding spectrum of analyzed events observed at 4.9, 5.3, 5.9, 7.9, 10.1, 12.2, 13.7, and 16.9 R s. 
Additional Z > 2 fluxes observed at 13.0, 16.8, 20.0. and 20.9 R s are shown for comparison. The short-dashed curves and the 
dash-dotted curve represent extrapolations based on data from the Low-Energy Charged Particle Experiment as discussed 
in the text. The error bars at the lower limit of the extrapolations indicate the uncertainties in the extrapolations. Note that 
these are not true integral spectra, since oxygen nuclei with >•23 MeV/nuc are not analyzed [Gehrels et al., 1981]. Thus there 
is an unmeasured additive contribution to these spectra. For example, if the differential spectrum in Figure 2 at 5.3 R s 
extends to higher energies as E -6, the additional contribution would be • 103 cm-2 s-1 sr- 1 G-2 
We first consider the case of no losses (z --• oo) between 6 and 
17 Rs. In this limit, 
D oc L 3-q s -• (4) 
Between 5.9 and 12.2 R j, q is greater than 8 (Table 3), so that 
the diffusion coefficient would have to have an index n (D oc/_2) 
of less than -5 to give the observed radial dependence of the 
oxygen phase space density if there are no losses in the region. 
A large negative index such as this is inconsistent with other 
determinations of n made using observations of energetic elec- 
trons and protons and of plasma in the region [Thomsen eta!., 
1977; Goertz et al., 1979; Froidevaux, 1980; Siscoe et al., 1981], 
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Fig. 6. A comparison of the logarithmic slope of the oxygen spec- 
trum at the Z > 2 point (• 1 MeV/nuc) observed by CRS and the 
power law index between 0.60 and 3.17 MeV/nuc measured by LECP 
[Hamilton et al., 1981]. Note that /• is the power law index for a 
differential spectrum (d J/dE oc E-•), so that for the CRS observations, 
/• = •:>2 + 1, where •z>2 is the slope of the integral spectrum at the 
Z > 2 point. 
which can be summarized as n = 4 + 2. We therefore conclude 
that there must be losses between 6 and 12 R s, and hence we 
will now consider the case of 1ossy diffusion. 
It will be assumed that the losses are occurring in the strong 
pitch angle diffusion limit. In this limit, there is sufficient pitch 
angle scattering to refill the loss cone with particles as quickly 
as it empties, so that the lifetime of the particles to pitch angle 
scattering is a minimum. The loss cone solid angle at the 
magnetic equatorial plane (both directions) is approximately 
2•0•0t 2, where Sot is the equatorial loss cone angle, and the time 
required to empty it of particles is approximately one quarter of 
the bounce period % [Kennel and Petschek, 1966]. Therefore 
for nonrelativistic particles at constant M, the strong pitch 
angle diffusion lifetime z s, assuming a dipolaf Jovian magnetic 
field of 4 G as 3, is given by 
%/4 
• 5M-•/2L•/214- 3/L] •/2 s (5) ß s - øtot 2/2 
where [M] = MeV/nuc-G. The deviation of the measured mag- 
netic field from a dipole [Connerney et al., 1981] tends to 
decrease Sot and thereby increase Zs. The difference, however, is 
estimated to be less than ,-• 50% between 6 and 17 Rs, and in 
the analysis that follows, (5) will be used to calculate Zs. 
Using z = Zs in the diffusion equation (3) and assumingf < O 
and D < •, the upper limit for the diffusion coe•cient D,is 
L: 
D,(L, M) = s-' (6) q(q + n- 3)•(L, M) 
This represents an upper limit because it is based on the mini- 
mum particle lifetime •. 
In a recent analysis of Voyager plasma data •Siscoe et al., 
1981], the diffusion coe•cient between 8 and 9 R• was found to 
be of the form D = 2.6 x 10-37 SiL 4 s-•, where Si (in ions per 
second) is the ion source strength from Io, also called the mass 
loading rate. As discussed in the introduction, previous studies 
indicate that S• is most likely in the range from 1027 to 6 x 1028 
ions/s, with a nominal value of 6 x 1027 ions/s. Thus the mag- 
nitude of the diffusion coe•cient can only be estimated from 
the plasma analysis. The radial dependence of D (D < L 4) is, 
however, directly determined from the measured radial depen- 
dence of the plasma density in the region, and we will therefore 
use n = 4 in (6) between 8 and 9 Rs. 
The diffusion coefficient upper limit calculated at L- 8.9 
with (6) using n = 4, q from Table 3, and Zs from (5) is shown for 
several magnetic moments in Figure 8. These limits are not very 
sensitive to the value used for n as is indicated by the dashed 
error bar which represents the range of D, for 9.4 x 102 
MeV/nuc-G as n varies between 0 and 12. The solid lines 
between 8 and 9 Rs in Figure 8 are the plasma diffusion 
coefficient for S i = 1027, 1028, and 1029 ions/s. It is seen that the 
upper limits imposed on the diffusion coefficient at 8.9 Rs by 
the energetic oxygen observations, when combined with the 
plasma analysis of Siscoe et al. [1981], place an upper limit on 
the mass loading rate of • 1028 ions/s. 
At radial distances larger than 9 Rs, the diffusion coefficient 
upper limits were obtained from the value at 8.9 R s using a 
finite difference solution of the diffusion equation (3). For exam- 
ple, D(11.4 Rs) was calculated using 
10.12( D( l l'4)(c3f/•L)(11'4)/11'42 - D 8'9)(c3f/•L)(8'9)/8'92) ß 11.4 - 8.9 
f(lO. 1) 
'rs(10.1) (7) 
The results are shown in Figure 8. The diffusion coefficient 
upper limit that will be used in the analysis that follows is 
represented by the dashed line labeled D,, which is a fit to the 
measurements. The radial dependence of this fit between 9 and 
17 Rs is D, c• L •'6. The reasonable ower limit of • 1027 ions/s 
for Si (see the introduction) was used to determine a lower limit 
for the diffusion coefficient, labeled D t in the figure. The fact 
that D t is less than a factor of 10 below D, implies that the 
particle lifetime is within an order of magnitude of the strong 
pitch angle diffusion lifetime in this region. The limits shown at 
5.3 R s were not calculated from the energetic oxygen data but 
represent the range of values determined from energetic proton 
and electron measurements [Thomsen et al., 1977' Goertz et al., 
1979]. 
Fits performed on previously published CRS and LECP 
phase space density measurements in the inner magnetosphere 
[Thorne, 1982] give upper limits to the diffusion coefficient that 
are similar to those shown in Figure 8. For instance, at 9 Rs 
Thorne finds D, to be in the range 8 x 10 -6 to 3 x 10 -• s-• 
compared with • 10- • s- • shown in the figure. Note, however, 
that Thorne's model fits assumed that D •/Y throughout the 
region, so that the resulting radial dependence differs from that 
in Figure 8. 
Although diffusion coefficient limits between 5.3 and 8 Rs are 
not needed in the analysis that follows, the radial dependence of 
D in this region, as determined from the plasma data [Siscoe et 
al., 1981] (assuming S• = 1028 ions/s), is also displayed in 
Figure 8. The discontinuities in D are due to observed dis- 
continuities in the radial dependence of the plasma density. 
PARTICLE AND ENERGY FLOW RATES 
The diffusion coefficient limits shown in Figure 8 will now be 
used in combination with the measured phase space densities 
and energy spectra to determine the inward diffusive flow rate 
of the energetic oxygen ions. The diffusive flow rate of ions with 
magnetic moments greater than M, F(> M) across radius r is 
given by 
F( > M) = n( > M) . 2nr . 2h ' va ' Rs 3 ions/s (8) 
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where n(> M) is the number density (cm- 3) of oxygen ions with 
magnetic moment greater than M calculated from the spectra, h 
is the scale height (Rs) of the particle distribution relative to the 
magnetic equatorial plane, and VD is the average radial diffusion 
velocity (Rs/s) given by 19 D-- D(1/f)(•f/•L). (see, e.g., Schulz and 
Lanzerotti [1974]). Based on measurements of the latitudinal 
dependence of the energetic Z > 2 fluxes and on estimates of 
the particle pitch angle distributions, h was found to be -• 3 R s. 
Figure 9b shows the radial profile of F(> M) for several 
magnetic moment thresholds, assuming D(L), which is the geo- 
metric mean of D,, and D t (e.g., D(9 Rs) • 4 x 10 -6 s-1). Note 
that if the actual diffusion coefficient is a factor of 3 larger (or 
smaller), F(> M) will be correspondingly arger (or smaller). 
The typical uncertainty in the calculated points represents un- 
certainties in n(> M) (• 20%), h (• 20%), (1/f)(c•f/t•L) (• 15%), 
and D (• 50%). The inward flow rate of >400 MeV/nuc-G 
oxygen ions at 10 Rs is • 1022 ions s- l, somewhat larger than, 
but consistent with, the less accurate estimate in paper 1 of 
5 x 102•e• ions s -•. The inward flow rate at all magnetic 
moments is approximately constant between 17 and 12 R s , 
implying that few particles are lost in this region. Between 12 
and 6 Rs, on the other hand, the rate steeply decreases o that, 
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TABLE 3. Power Law Indices of the Oxygen Phase Space Density 
L•-L 2 M = 200* M = 400 M = 690 M = 940 M = 1700 
5.9- 7.9 14.5 15.4 18.8 24.2 ... 
7.9-10.1 10.4 9.0 9.4 11.4 .-. 
10.1-12.2 8.0 8.8 9.9 9.9 12.3 
12.2-13.7 ... 5.9 4.5 6.4 7.2 
13.7-16.9 ...... 6.1 4.7 4.6 
Calculated using the data shown in Figure 7. 
*Units of MeV/nuc-G. 
for example, 6 times more particles with M > 200 MeV/nuc-G 
are flowing inward at 10 Rj than at 8 Rj. Since we are assuming 
an equilibrium condition in which the density of particles be- 
tween 10 and 8 R• is not increasing, the difference in the inward 
flow rates is a direct indication of large particle losses. The 
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Fig. 8. Diffusion coefficient limits between 5.3 and 17 R s. The 
upper limit values between 9 and 17 R s were calculated assuming 
strong pitch angle diffusion (z = z•, z• being given by (5)). The points at 
8.9 R s were determined using (6) with n = 4 as indicated by Voyager 
plasma data between 8 and 9 R s [Siscoe et al., 1981]. The dashed error 
bar represents he range of values that the 9.4 x 102 MeV/nuc-G point 
assumes as n varies from 0 to 12. The solid lines in the portion of the 
figure between 8and 9 R s show the dependence of the plasma diffusion 
coefficient on the Io source strength S of oxygen and sulfur ions. The 
points at 11.4, 13.0, and 14.4 R s were calculated using equations like 
(7). The dashed lines are the diffusion coefficient limits (D,,, upper; Dr, 
lower) that will be used in the analysis that follows, with the range at 
5.3 R s determined from Pioneer measurements of energetic protons 
and electrons [Thomsen et al., 1977; Goertz et al., 1979]. The diffusion 
coefficient shown between 5.8 and 8 R s is that obtained from the 
plasma nalysis [Siscoe t al., 1981] assuming S• = 10 • ions/s. 
region in which the largest total number of energetic oxygen 
ions is lost is between 8 and 12 
The likely cause of the losses is pitch angle scattering into the 
loss cone, as can be seen by the following arguments (see also 
Thorne [1982]). First, a comparison with the plasma charge 
density in Figure 9a [Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981] shows that 
the region where most of the ions are lost (8-12 Rj) is outside 
the region of maximum plasma density and well outside the 
orbit of Io (5.9 R j). Hence geometric absorption by Io and 
energy loss in the plasma torus near Io are ruled out as the 
dominant loss mechanisms. Second, the fact that few particles 
are lost outside • 12 Rj and that large losses occur inside • 10 
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Fig. 9. (a) The plasma charge density near Io [Bagenal and Sulli- 
van, 1981]. (b) The inward flow rate of oxygen ions with magnetic 
moments greater than the indicated values. The points were calculated 
using (8). A typical error bar is shown. There is, in addition, a factor of 
3 absolute uncertainty that applies to all points. Smoothed curves are 
drawn through points of given magnetic moment threshold. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the diffusion time TD -- 1/VD, where 19 D= 
D(1/fXOf/OL), with the particle lifetime • in the strong pitch angle 
diffusion limit. The diffusion coefficient used to calculate '•D is the 
geometric mean of D t and D. in Figure 8. The line connecting the 
calculated values of '•D at different L is shown dashed between 5.3 and 
7.9 R• because the radial dependence off in this region is not known. 
The curves for % at different values of M were calculated using (5). 
R s is consistent with a particle lifetime near the strong pitch 
angle diffusion limit throughout the inner magnetosphere. This 
is illustrated in Figure 10, which compares the radial depen- 
dence of rs with that of the characteristic diffusion time, r o = 
1/VD, where outside --• 12 R s the diffusion time is short in 
comparison with the particle lifetime so that a low loss rate is 
expected, whereas inside -,- 10 R s the opposite is true, indicating 
large losses. The figure also shows that because of the depen- 
dence of rs on M (equation (5)), one expects ions with smaller 
magnetic moments to diffuse farther in, on average, before 
being lost than ions with larger M. 
In the analysis that follows, we will assume that the predomi- 
nant particle loss mechanism is pitch angle scattering into the 
loss cone and therefore that the energetic ions deposit their 
energy in the Jovian atmosphere. The power delivered to the 
atmosphere by oxygen ions lost in a given radial range is simply 
the loss rate of the ions (i.e., the decrease in F(> M) in that 
radial range from Figure 9) multiplied by their average energy. 
The average energy EM(L ) depends on the magnetic moment 
threshold and is given by 
Es•(L) = dE dE (9) 
= •/• v dE = •/• v dE 
where v is the ion velocity, which is included to transform the 
flux into a number density. 
Figure 11a shows the power per unit L (i.e., per Rs) ,
dP(> M)/dL, delivered to the atmosphere by oxygen ions with 
magnetic moments greater than the indicated thresholds, as a 
function of the radial distance at which they are lost. Most of 
the power comes from between 7 and 13 R•, as expected from 
Figure 9. Also, there is a shift in the location of the peak power, 
from -,- 10.5 R s for > 1700 MeV/nuc-G oxygen ions to --• 8.5 R s 
for > 70 MeV/nuc-G ions. This is consistent with the shift in 
the location of the crossover point of rs and r• in Figure 10. The 
power per degree latitude has been calculated from the curves 
in Figure 1 l a and is shown in Figure 1 lb as a function of the 
magnetic latitude at which the power is delivered. The mapping 
was done using the Voyager 1 magnetic field model of Conner- 
ney et al. [1981]. The latitude dependence of the power will be 
discussed below. 
The total power delivered to the atmosphere by oxygen ions 
with magnetic moments greater than a given M was determined 
by integrating the curves in Figure 1 l a and is shown in Figure 
12a. The sulfur points in the figure were calculated from the 
oxygen data using the sulfur to oxygen ratios in Figure 4. The 
sulfur contribution is approximately equal to that of oxygen 
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Fig. 11. The power delivered to the Jovian atmosphere (a) per unit L and (b) per degree magnetic latitude by oxygen ions 
with magnetic moments greater than the indicated values. Typical error bars are shown. The curves in Figure 1 la were 
calculated using (9) and the data in Figure 9b. The curves in Figure 1 lb were calculated from those in Figure 1 la using the 
Voyager 1 magnetic field model of Connerney et aL [1981]. 
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owing to the fact that the sulfur to oxygen ratio at constant 
energy per nucleon is •,0.5 and sulfur has twice as many 
nucleons. Oxygen and sulfur ions with > 70 MeV/nuc-G are 
seen to deposit power in excess of 10 •2 W in the Jovian atmos- 
phere. 
The power above a fixed magnetic moment is used in this 
analysis because it is the quantity best related to the particle 
diffusion and loss processes. However, for atmospheric studies, 
a more useful quantity is the power above a fixed energy, 
P( > E), since a particle's energy determines the depth to which 
it penetrates into the atmosphere. We have calculated P( > E) as 
a function of energy from the data in Figure 11a, with the 
results displayed in Figure 12b. 
DISCUSSION 
The auroral activity observed on Jupiter is one of the most 
energetic phenomena associated with the magnetosphere, r - 
quiring a continuous power input of 10•3-10 • W into the 
auroral zone [Broadfoot et al., 1981; rung et al., 1982]. Extrap- 
olation of the curves in Figure 12a suggests that oxygen and 
sulfur ions with magnetic moments of •, 10 MeV/nuc-G (•, 35 
keV/nuc at 10 Rs) may be delivering a reasonable fraction of 
that power. From Figure l lb, we see that the power from M 
•>70 MeV/nuc-G is deposited in a •,5 ø zone in magnetic 
latitude between •,67 ø and -•72 ø, which is •,4 ø poleward of 
the Io footprint [Connerney etal., 1981], while ions with lower 
magnetic moments might precipitate somewhat closer to the 
footprint. This is consistent with the observed auroral zone 
width and is in the region in which aurorae are seen [Broadfoot 
et al., 1981]. 
From the data in Figure 12b, we have estimated the atmo- 
spheric depth distribution of the oxygen and sulfur energy 
deposition, using the tables of Northcliffe and Schilling [1970] 
to calculate the range of oxygen and sulfur ions in the H2 
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Fig. 13. Illustrative calculation of the energy deposition in the 
Jovian atmosphere by oxygen and sulMr ions with energies greater 
than the indicated values, as a Mnction of depth along the particle 
paths. The curves were calculated by extrapolating the results in Figure 
12b to lower energies. 
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using the atmospheric model of Atreya et al. [ 1981]. 
region of the upper Jovian atmosphere. The actual spectral 
forms assumed for the oxygen and sulfur fluences are F0(> 
E) = 1 x 1023 E-2'• oxygen ions s-• and Fs(>E) = 6 
x 1022E - 2.3 sulfur ions s- •. For purposes of illustration, it has 
been assumed that these spectral forms, which are based on 
observations from ,-•0.6 MeV/nuc to 4 MeV/nuc, extend to 
lower energies. Figure 13 shows examples of the oxygen and 
sulfur energy deposition as a function of depth for cases in 
which the fluenee spectra extend down to lower energy limits 
ranging from 0.6 MeV/nuc to 0.01 MeV/nuc. The plotted depth 
is that along the particle path. 
As a further illustration, we have calculated the energy depo- 
sition as a function of altitude instead of depth, employing the 
atmospheric model of Atreya et al. [1981] for the number 
density of molecular hydrogen, as a function of altitude. The 
effects of the approximately isotropic incident flux on the top of 
the atmosphere have been taken into account by assuming all 
particles are incident at 60 ø . The calculated altitude distri- 
bution of deposited energy is shown in Figure 14 for two 
different energy lower limits to the fluenee spectra which were 
chosen to illustrate the deposition of ,-• 10 • 3 to ,-• 10 •4 W. 
The figure shows that for the assumed spectral extrapolation, 
most of the energy deposition occurs between 2 x 10 •8 and 
5 X 1019 cm -2 of H2, corresponding to an altitude range of 
approximately 450-550 km. The location of the peak depends 
on the minimum energy of the spectrum but is above the 
homopause for either of the two representative lower limits 
shown in the figure. In their study of the observed wavelength 
dependence of the ultraviolet auroral emission, Yung et al. 
[1982] find that the energy deposition must occur between 
5 x 10 •? and 2 x 1020 cm -2, which is consistent with the 
oxygen and sulfur depth profiles in Figure 14. 
The rate at which oxygen ions with > 70 MeV/nuc-G diffuse 
into the inner magnetosphere is ,-• 1024 ions/s (Figure 9), which 
is small in comparison with the 1027-1028 ions/s created near 
Io. However, Figure 12a shows that, in order for oxygen and 
sulfur to drive the aurora, the bulk of the power must come 
from ions with ,-• 10 MeV/nuc-G. Since these ions have less 
energy than those at larger M, relatively more are needed for a 
comparable contribution of power. To estimate the total re- 
quired particle flow rate, we show in Figure 15 the extrapolao 
tion to lower magnetic moments of the inward flow rate and 
power delivered to the atmosphere. The inward flow rate was 
calculated using the data in Figure 9 (with the sulfur contri- 
bution estimated from Figure 4) while the power is from Figure 
12. Since the flow rate and power depend on the Io source rate 
Si, the bands indicate the range of values corresponding to 
1027 < Si < 1028 ions/s. 
A number of interesting features can be deduced from Figure 
15. For example, the observed inward flow rate of oxygen and 
sulfur ions with M > 70 MeV/nuc-G is ,-• 10-3 S•. Those ions 
deposit 10 •2 to 10 •3 W in the Jovian atmosphere. Extrapola- 
tions to lower magnetic moment suggest, for example, that 
,-• 10 -2 S• oxygen and sulfur ions/s may flow inward with 
M > 30 MeV/nuc-G. It is also apparent that with the assumed 
extrapolations, a deposition power of 10 •3 to 10 TM W could 
result from an inward flow rate of energetic ions of • 1026s - •. 
The bulk of these ions would have M ,-• 10 to 30 MeV/nuc-G, 
corresponding to ,-• 35 to 100 keV/nuc at 10 R• and ,-• 1.5 to 5 
keV/nuc (,-• 30 to 100 keV total kinetic energy) at 40 R•. 
Ions of these energies are also observed at distances greater 
than 150 R• in the magnetotail, streaming away from Jupiter. 
The total outward flow rate of this oxygen and sulfur rich 
magnetosphere wind is estimated to be ,-•2 x 1027 ions/s 
[Krirnigis et al., 1981], indicating that the acceleration process 
operating in the outer magnetosphere heats a large fraction of 
the plasma ions that diffuse into the region from Io. It is 
therefore possible that enough ions are accelerated in the outer 
magnetosphere to supply the ,-• 1026 ions/s inward diffusion 
rate required to power the aurorae. 
As a final point, we compare the energy carried into the inner 
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Fig. 15. The inward flow rate of oxygen and sulfur ions across 
• 15 R s (outside the 1ossy region) and the total power delivered to the 
atmosphere by these ions, as functions of magnetic moment threshold. 
The energy of the particles at 9 R•, which is the typical distance at 
which the losses occur, is shown on the top axis. The bands indicate the 
range of values corresponding to an Io source strength of 10 :: to 10:8 
ions/s. As in Figure 5, the dot-dash region is derived from LECP 
spectral shape, while the dashed regions are extrapolations. The auro- 
ral excitation power requirement is also indicated. 
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magnetosphere by the energetic oxygen and sulfur ions with 
that flowing outward with the plasma. The inward energy flow 
rate across 10 Rj due to • 1026 ions/s of • 10 MeV/nuc-G 
oxygen and sulfur ions is • 1013 W. The number ofplasma ions 
diffusing outward across 10 Rj is • 5 x 1027 ions/s, and their 
average energy is approximately the corotation energy of an 
ion with mass 21 amu (the mean atomic mass of the dissocia- 
tion products of SO2), which is 1.7 keV. The outward energy 
flow is therefore -,• 1012 W. Thus if the particle spectrum ex- 
tends to lower energies as suggested by the extrapolation in 
Figure 15, then there is a net flow of energy into the inner' 
magnetosphere. The inward energy flow is in fact even larger 
than 10 •3 W, since the contributions from energetic electrons 
and protons were not included. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The principal conclusions of this study of Z > 2 ions with 
energies in the range 1 to 20 MeV/nuc between 5 and 20 R• in 
the Jovian magnetosphere are as follows: 
1. The elemental abundances of carbon, sodium, and sulfur 
relative to oxygen vary as a function of particle magnetic 
moment but are to first order the same throughout the mag- 
netosphere at a given M. For ions with 103 MeV/nuc-G 
(E • 3.5 MeV/nuc at 10 Rj) the following abundance ratios are 
found: S/O = 0.5, C/O = 0.1, and Na/O • 0.05. The sulfur and 
sodium energy spectra are softer than the oxygen spectrum, 
whereas the carbon spectrum is harder, presumably because the 
carbon is of solar wind origin rather than Iogenic. 
2. The diffusion coefficient upper limit at 9 R•, determined 
from the phase space density profile of the energetic oxygen 
ions, is • 10-5 s-•. This limit, combined with the analysis of 
Voyager plasma observations by Siscoe et al. [1981], specifies 
an upper limit to the mass loading rate near Io of • 1028 ions/s. 
3. Most of the energetic oxygen and sulfur ions are lost as 
they diffuse inward from 17 to 6 R j, with the largest losses 
occurring between 12 and 8 Rj. The particle lifetime through- 
out the region is within an order of magnitude of the strong 
pitch angle diffusion lifetime. The location of the maximum 
losses (8-12 Rj)indicates that neither geometric absorption by 
Io nor energy loss in the plasma of the Io torus is the dominant 
loss mechanism. It is postulated that the losses are caused by 
pitch angle scattering into the loss cone. 
4. It is estimated that 102'• to 1025 oxygen and sulfur ions 
with >70 MeV/nuc-G are lost per second as they diffuse 
inward from 12 to 8 Rj. Assuming these ions are scattered into 
the loss cone, they deliver 10 •2 to 10 •3 W to the Jovian atmos- 
phere. Extrapolations to lower magnetic moments suggest hat 
the 1013-10 •½ W required to produce the observed auroral 
emissions [Broadfoot et al., 1981; Yung et al., 1982] may be 
delivered by oxygen and sulfur ions with magnetic moments of 
-,• 10 to 30 Me¾/nuc-G (-,• 35 to 100 ke¾/nuc at 10 Rj) precipi- 
tating into the atmosphere at a rate of • 1026 ions/s. These ions 
would have a total kinetic energy of -,• 30 to 100 keV in the 
outer magnetosphere, which is approximately the characteristic 
temperature of the hot plasma in that region [Krimigis et al., 
1981]. 
5. The oxygen and sulfur ions deposit their energy between 
•67 ø and •72 ø magnetic latitude which is •4 ø poleward of 
the Io footprint. This is consistent with the observed auroral 
zone width and is in the region in which aurorae are seen 
[Broadfoot et al., 1981]. The vertical column depth in the 
Jovian atmosphere at which the bulk of the power is deposited 
is • 10 •9 cm -2 of H2, which is within the range of auroral 
depths derived from the observed wavelength dependence of 
the ultraviolet emissions [Yung et al., 1982]. This corresponds 
to a height in the atmosphere of -,• 500 km, which is above the 
homopause. 
6. If the spectrum extends down to -,• 10 MeV/nuc-G, then 
10 times more energy (• 10 •3 W) is carried inward across 10 Rj 
by the energetic oxygen and sulfur ions than flows outward 
with the plasma. Thus the main source of energy for powering 
the aurora and torus would have to be supplied by an acceler- 
ation process occurring in the middle or outer magnetosphere. 
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